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The Action Update newsletter is published 
every other week by the Iowa Automobile 
Dealers Association. To add people to our 
distribution list or share suggestions for 
future articles, contact Brittany Bungert at 
515.440.7620.
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Business Trade Trucks: Ask Your Customer
In order to ensure proper registration fees 
are charged, dealers should ask customers 
if they want their vehicle registered as a 
business trade truck.

To qualify as a business trade truck, the 
truck must be 2010 model year or newer; 
weigh 10,000 lbs or less; and be owned by a 
corporation, LLC, partnership, or person who 
files a schedule C or schedule F form with the 
IRS. Dealers do not certify that the customer 
is eligible to register a truck as business 
trade. Instead the customer must self-certify 
that they are eligible. The penalty to the 
customer for falsely registering a vehicle as a 
business trade truck is a fine of up to $2,250.

There are several downsides to not asking 
a customer who is entitled to and wants a 
business trade truck. 

First, you will be charging the customer more 
for their initial vehicle registration and then 
they will be charged too much for every year 
they own the vehicle, unless they fix it. And 
when they correct the registration to business 
trade truck, they are going to blame the dealer 
for not getting it right in the first place—even if 
they never told you they wanted it registered 
as a business trade truck. 

Second, there is a potential for a cash 
back financing issue. County treasurers, 
especially in smaller counties, know their 
customers. If the dealer forgets to ask the 
customer if they want the vehicle registered 
as a business trade truck and charges the 
regular registration rate, but the county 
treasurer catches the mistake and issues a 
refund to the customer it becomes cash back 
financing, which is illegal. The customer is 
getting money back from the county treasurer 
that the lender may think they are entitled to, 
and if the lender is looking for a reason to 
unwind the deal, that might be it. It's also an 
opportunity for the county treasurer to tell the 
customer that you did something wrong.

Some vehicles may show up in ARTS as 
a van but qualify as trucks. A cargo van is 
an example of a vehicle that may meet that 
criteria. To determine whether a vehicle can be 
considered a truck, look at the manufacturer 
label on the driver-side door jamb. If the label 
says "truck" the vehicle can be changed for 
business trade truck registration purposes. If 
it does not, the vehicle is ineligible. To get the 
vehicle changed, email the MCO and a photo 
of the label on the door jam to Erica Eckstein 
and Daniel Yeh.

mailto:erica.eckstein%40iowadot.us?subject=
mailto:daniel.yeh%40iowadot.us?subject=
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Dealer News
Gurley-Leep Sells Lujack Nissan 
Jax Automotive LLC has purchased Lujack Nissan 
(Davenport) from Gurley-Leep Automotive. The 
dealership, now called Tilton-Jax Nissan, will be 
operated by dealer Travis Tilton.

Willis Receives Infiniti Award
Willis Infiniti (Clive) recently received the Infiniti Award 
of Excellence. 

Marketing Director David Brenden (left), Human Resources 
Manager Shelly Jura (center), and dealer Matt Halbur (right) of 
Rydell Chevrolet (Waterloo) present the Northeast Iowa Food Bank 
with a donation.

Rydell Chevrolet Donates 
Proceeds from Car Show
Rydell Chevrolet (Waterloo) hosted the 11th Annual 
Car & Bike Show Benefit in July. The event raised 
$12,000, with half of the funds being donated to 
Cedar Bend Humane Society and the other half to the 
Northeast Iowa Food Bank.

Every tire has a four digit code on it that indicates when it was manufactured. To find it, look 
for "DOT" on the side of the tire. The last four numbers of that string of text are the week and 
year the tire was manufactured. In this example, 3518 means the tire was manufactured in 
the 35th week of 2018.

Best Practice: Notify 
Customers of Aging Tires
When it comes to tire safety, the more information you can provide your 
customers, the better. Tire tread is already part of a standard tire inspection, 
but informing your customer of their tire age should be as well. 

Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations require that tires have a tread 
groove of at least 2/32 of an inch unless the tire is on the front wheels of 
a bus, truck, or tractor, in which case the tread groove must have a depth 
of at least 4/32 of an inch. The same law prohibits the use of a tire that: 

1. Has body ply or belt material exposed through the tread or sidewall,

2. Has any tread or sidewall separation,

3. Is flat or has an audible leak, or

4. Has a cut to the extent that the ply or belt material is exposed.

That law forms the basis for the tire replacement recommendation on any 
vehicle inspection checklist provided to your customers. While neither 
federal nor state law address age limits on the use or sale of tires, some 
tire manufacturers and automobile manufacturers recommend that tires 
older than six years be replaced. Others recommend 10 years as the 
maximum life regardless of wear or tread depth.

Notifying your customers when they have tires exceeding the age 
recommendation issued by the tire manufacturer or that is indicated in 
the automobile manufacturer's manual is a best practice and valuable 
safety information. The date of manufacture of a tire can be determined by 
examining the four digit numerical code following the letters DOT on the 
tire wall. The first two digits disclose the week of manufacture and the last 
two digits represent the year. 

How is Your Dealership 
Going Green?
We want to hear about your dealership's eco-friendly 
initiatives. Contact Director of Communications Brittany 
Bungert at bbungert@iada.com or 515.440.7620 to 
share what you're doing.

Where is the Industry Going?
Do you have a bold prediction for what the automotive 
retail industry will look like in 100 years? We want to 
hear it! Send your predictions to bbungert@iada.com. 

mailto:bbungert%40iada.com?subject=
mailto:bbungert%40iada.com?subject=
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The Anderson Report: Be at the Table, Not on the Menu
BY IADA PRESIDENT BRUCE ANDERSON

When it comes to the government relations 
part of my job, there are three things that 
I know for sure: 

1. There is no other business model like 
automotive retailing. There is not one 
that is even close.

2. All of the legislators and regulators 
that I have ever met have owned, 
driven, or ridden in an automobile and 
think they already know all they need 
to know about your business.

3. There are countless organizations, 
industries, disrupters, and advocacy 
groups who want to change, stop, 
or restrict how you do business. And 
they are investing heavily in doing so. 

What makes automotive retailing unique 
are both the regulated relationship 
between dealers and manufacturers and 
the way you finance your customers’ 
purchase of your product. 

Most of those customers, legislators, 
regulators, and folks who want to change 
or regulate the way you do business just do 
not understand that because automobiles 
are so vital to our economy and way of life 
that Iowa enacted motor vehicle-specific 
franchise laws to protect car buyers and 
the motoring public. If you think those laws 
were passed and remain on the books 
today to protect dealers, you may have 
missed this memo. Most people assume 
that auto dealers and manufacturers are 
and should be governed by the same 
franchise statute that applies to the Avon 
lady.

The other thing that you do that almost no 
other retailer does is originate and then 
assign your customers’ financing of your 
merchandise. Even though your funding 
sources usually do the underwriting and 

establish the wholesale pricing of credit, 
you are responsible for lien perfection and 
fair credit compliance. Since customers 
pay their car payments to someone other 
than you, they do not understand your 
role and costs in securing their credit and 
accordingly assume that they should pay 
no more than your buy rate.

Most regulators and legislators carry 
those fundamental misunderstandings 
into their policymaking and enforcement 
roles. And they are barraged by lobbyists 
and special interests who want to change 
the longstanding rules. And they are well- 
funded lobbyists and special interests. 
Consumer advocates, automobile 
manufacturers, banks, credit unions, and 
high tech companies (some of whom 
you do business with and some that you 
compete with) are all pouring big money 
into government relations efforts in Des 
Moines and Washington. My job isn’t to 
keep up with them. It’s to stay ahead of 
them. And I need your help.

Although it's uncertain who first said it, 
many people credit Senator Elizabeth 
Warren (who came up with the idea of the 
CFPB) for saying, “If you don’t have a seat 
at the table, you’re probably on the menu.” 
Until that day when election campaigns 
are publicly financed, it will take political 
contributions to worthy candidates to have 
a seat at the table.

You can bet that if someone who called 
dealer participation—your margin—in 
the pricing of credit a “kickback” is at 
the table, you had better be there too. 
The same goes for manufacturers, DMS 
providers and everyone who is trying to tilt 
the playing field against you. They are all 
in the same capitol lobby and at the same 
fundraisers I go to on your behalf. It’s bad 

form to go to those fundraisers empty-
handed. 

That is where I really need your help. 
Revenue from dues and operations 
is used to help fund the lobbying and 
advocacy efforts of IADA but only personal/
non-corporate contributions are legally 
permitted to fund the candidate campaign 
committee contributions. Business-friendly 
candidates who are willing to listen and 
learn about your business routinely ask 
for help with their campaigns. The political 
action committees of people who argue 
against your interests are contributing to 
their opponents. I need to be able to say 
that every single new car and truck dealer 
in the state chipped in on this contribution 
when we help a candidate. I need a check 
from you to do that. You need to be at the 
table. Not on the menu.
IADA President Bruce Anderson may be reached at 
banderson@iada.com or 515.440.7630.

How to Contribute
All contributions to the Iowa 
Committee of Automotive 
Retailers must be from a 
personal account.
Mail 
ICAR 
1111 Office Park Road 
West Des Moines, IA 50265
Credit Card 
Call Mary Cason at 
515.440.7625. ICAR accepts 
Discover, Mastercard, and Visa.

Illinois Secretary of State Alters Title Stamp Requirement
New rule limits stamp to certain vehicles
The Illinois Secretary of State has altered the rule requiring a 
stamp on vehicle titles sold to out-of-state dealers or wholesalers. 
Retroactive to August 1, 2019, the rule applies only to vehicles 
that are sold for less than $5,000 with a weight of less than 
12,000 lbs.

Vehicles that meet that price and weight requirement will 
continue to require a statement be placed on the front of the title 
and on the back in the reassignment area, in at least 36-point 

font, that reads "NOT FOR RESALE WITHIN ILLINOIS" or "NOT 
FOR RETAIL SALE WITHIN ILLINOIS." Iowa dealers will still be 
able to sell a vehicle purchased at auction with a stamped title to 
an Illinois resident, however, the dealer will first need to obtain 
an Iowa title for the vehicle.

Contact IADA President Bruce Anderson at 515.440.7630 or 
banderson@iada.com with any questions.

http://iada.com/pagecontent/documents/010919Anderson.pdf
http://iada.com/pagecontent/documents/010919Anderson.pdf
mailto:banderson%40iada.com?subject=
mailto:banderson@iada.com
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Regulatory Refresh: Pulling Credit Reports
Make sure any staff members with the 
authority to pull credit reports are aware of 
the laws and best practices when it comes 
to consumer reports.

Pulling Credit Reports
Federal law requires that you have 
permission before pulling a customer's 
credit report or that you are pulling the 
credit report for a permissible purpose. 
Permissible purposes include:

• At the request of the consumer.

• In connection with a credit transaction.

• In connection with an assessment of 
the risks associated with an existing 
credit obligation.

• In connection with a consumer-
initiated business transaction.

The law does not require that permission be 
granted in writing, but IADA recommends 
always documenting consent to pull credit 
reports so that you and the customer have 
something to refer back to if questions 
arise after the fact. If the customer is at 
the dealership, permission should be 
signed. If a credit app is taken over the 
phone, there should be a question to the 
customer asking permission to pull the 
report and you should note the answer 
on the paper application. If the credit app 
is taken electronically, it should include 
a screen stating that the customer gives 
permission for his or her credit report to 
be reviewed in connection with the loan 
application and the applicant must check 
a box indicating that they agree.

Pulling a credit report should be authorized 
and can impact a customer's credit score. 
A soft pull to determine eligibility for a pre-
screened offer of credit does not impact 
a customer's credit score and does not 
require permission, but the customer will 
be able to see that you conducted the soft 
pull. If the customer who was the subject of 
the soft pull is eligible for the pre-screened 
offer of credit you must extend it to them. 
It is a Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) 
violation to conduct a soft pull without 
extending the pre-screened offer of credit 
to eligible customers, and the penalty for 
a knowing violation of FCRA is $3,756 
plus potential damages. It is also a FCRA 
violation to conduct a soft pull because 
you are curious about someone's credit 
score.

 

Showing Credit Reports to Customers
Federal law allows dealers to show a 
customer his or her credit report, but 
you may not charge the customer. Credit 
bureaus at one time prohibited users from 
showing customers their credit reports, 
but that changed in 1996.

Using Credit Reports in the Hiring 
Process
If you are using credit reports to make 
hiring decisions, make sure you know 
the rules. You must comply with the Fair 
Credit Reporting Act when using a credit 
report to make employment decisions. In 
order to comply, you must:

• Notify the applicant in writing, in a 
stand-alone format, that you may use 
information in their consumer report 
(also referred to as a background 
check) for decisions related to their 
employment. This notice must be 
separate from the employment 
application.

• Get written permission authorizing 
you to pull the consumer report.

For more information, read the FTC's 
"Using Consumer Reports: What 
Employers Need to Know." 

Continuing 
Education: Credit 
Compliance 
Webinars
IADA associate member 700Credit 
offers educational webinars on 
credit reports to the public. Past 
topics include "How to Read a Credit 
Report," "The Benefits of Multi-
Bureau Pulls," and "Are You Ready 
for a Compliance Audit?" IADA has 
pre-screened their webinars and 
can verify that the webinars we 
viewed were pure content and did 
not contain sales pitches. IADA does 
not endorse 700Credit, but we do 
want to share a potential resource 
for furthering your knowledge about 
credit report compliance.

For more information, go to 
700Credit.com/webinars/.

https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/using-consumer-reports-what-employers-need-know
https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/using-consumer-reports-what-employers-need-know
https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/using-consumer-reports-what-employers-need-know
https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/using-consumer-reports-what-employers-need-know
https://www.700credit.com/webinars/
http://700Credit.com/webinars/
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Use a Consistent Dealership Name on Paperwork
FROM DANIEL YEH, IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

The Iowa DOT has recently communicated best practices to counties when working with 
dealers that may use different “doing business as” (DBA) names. We have heard from 
several counties that DBA names can sometimes be confusing during title and registration 
transactions. The Iowa DOT is also asking dealers to understand the concerns of counties 
and adopt best practices to help alleviate confusion and allow for smoother transactions.

Background
In ARTS, counties can see the following information about a dealer:

• The primary license number starting with D-, as in D-7777.

• Any secondary D-licenses, such as for towable RVs.

• Any other license for other purposes, such as an R-license for vehicle recycler or an L- 
license for leasing.

• The primary street address location.

• Authorized extension lots.

• Vehicle makes (e.g. Buick, Ford) that the dealer is authorized to sell as new vehicles.

• Doing Business As (DBA) names.

Problems
There have been some instances where counties are having difficulty in positively identifying 
a dealer:

• An MCO is assigned to more than one name, such as a corporate parent and the actual 
dealer name (e.g. Acme Inc. and Acme Porsche of Ottumwa).

• An MCO or a title is reassigned on the back to a DBA name.

• One dealer purchases another dealer and needs to reassign MCOs or titles.

• A dealer uses different DBAs on different documents in a title and registration transaction, 
e.g. Acme Porsche on the title and registration and Acme Porsche Ferrari on a POA.

• A dealer uses an address of an extension lot in a title and registration transaction.

Best Practices
We don’t believe there are any issues rising to a level where the problems above would 
be considered illegal or improper. However, we recognize that these problems can lead to 
confusion. We recommend these best practices to help counties identify dealers and have 
transactions proceed smoothly.

1. We recognize that a dealer is not always directly responsible for what appears on an 
MCO. If the dealer name or DBA is on the MCO and a county can positively identify, 
then the county should accept the MCO even if there is extraneous information, such 
as a corporate parent in the example above. If a county identifies an actual error or 
discrepancy on the MCO, such as an incorrect address, they should notify the dealer and 
seek a corrected document.

2. We are asking IADA/dealers to make all efforts to use the same dealer name—whether 
full name or DBA—on all documents for a single transaction. If a county cannot confirm 
DBAs, or the mixture of DBAs creates other errors, then the county may reject the 
transaction. If a county can confirm that all DBAs are legitimate based on the ARTS 
record, it may approve the transaction.

3. A county should not require a dealer to reassign a title or MCO just to reflect DBA names 
unless a DBA is not assigned to the D-number in ARTS. In our example above, if Acme 
Porsche and Acme Porsche Ferrari are both listed as valid DBAs, then either is allowed 
to be used for a reassignment. However, we again are reminding dealers that they should 
do everything they can to keep the same DBA throughout the entire transaction.

Editor's Note: Please let Director of Dealer Services Jessi White know if you have any 
questions. She can be reached at 515.440.7611 or jwhite@iada.com.

Town Meetings: 
Learn the Latest 
on Purchase 
Agreements, ERT
Once a year, IADA staff travels 
around the state to talk with dealers 
face to face. This year, the Town 
Meetings are especially important, 
with topics including electronic 
registration and titling (ERT) and 
the new motor vehicle purchase 
agreement on the agenda.

The new, improved 90-minute 
format will focus on the things that 
matter most to your business. And 
legislators will be invited to attend 
the meetings with dealers, so we 
can educate the legislators on 
dealer issues and continue to build 
relationships with elected officials.

Online registration is open for the 
Town Meetings. Questions? Contact 
IADA Director of Special Events 
Mary Cason at 515.440.7625  or 
mcason@iada.com.

mailto:jwhite@iada.com
https://sites.google.com/view/iadatownmeetings/home
https://sites.google.com/view/iadatownmeetings/home
https://sites.google.com/view/iadatownmeetings/home
https://sites.google.com/view/iadatownmeetings/home
mailto:mcason%40iada.com?subject=

